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The well known experimental facts on the
vacuum arc ion flow energy distribution.
The ion distribution form is: 1. Bell-shaped. 2. Wide (the distribution width is in the
same range as most probable energy value)
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The contradictory data on ion flow
energy distribution
The dependence of most probable energy on the ion charge state is one of the most
controversial topic.

1. The absence of dependence

2 The almost straight dependence
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Ingason, and J. Rosen, "Effect of Ti-Al cathode composition
on plasma generation and plasma transport in direct current
vacuum arc," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 115, pp. -, 2014.

The energy spectra was obtained by using
electrostatic energy-mass spectrometer,
Measurement time 5ms
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The overlooked experimental fact.

The ion distribution form has many local maxima and sawtooth-like shape of energy 4
dependence
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The energy spectra was obtained by using
electrostatic energy-mass spectrometer,
Measurement time 5ms

The use of multichannel time resolving
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spectrometer for revealing the nature of ion
flow of the vacuum arc.
The common belief: all ion flow parameters are defined within
cathode spot plasma core (about 10mkm diameter). Outside the
plasma core all ion flow parameters become “frozen”.
The conflicting approaches:
1. Plasma acceleration by potential
hump electric field;

W.D. Davis H.C. Miller , ‘Analysis of the electrode products Emitted
by DC Arcs in a Vacuum Ambient’ , J. Appl. Phys. Vol.40, pp 22122221,1969

2. plasma acceleration by an electron
pressure gradient.

The plasma turbulence as a reason of noise
frequency law.
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When thermodynamic equilibrium
is reached the power flow P0 falls
to zero. In this case the number of
waves with frequency ω is given
by
𝑇
𝑛𝜔 =
𝜔
One of the most important results of turbulent plasma theory [1] is the
dependence of turbulence oscillations on the oscillation frequency. This
dependence is called the Kolmogorov spectra
[1] V. E. Zakharov, (Eds., A. A. Galeev and R. N. Sudan), Basic Plasma Physics, North
Holland, Amsterdam, Vol. 11, 3 (1984).

Ion acoustic waves can be the reason for
plasma acceleration
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The orange marks were calculated by using formula for ion sound shock wave
𝑧𝑘𝑇𝑒
1
𝑣𝑠 = 1.6
𝑎. 𝑒. 𝑚 𝑀
Where Te – was the temperature of the “hot” electrons-40eV. The calculated data is well fit to
lower line of experimental data. The upper line is correspond to Te-80eV
The experimental data was borrowed from Yushkov G Yu et al. J. Appl. Phys. 88 5618 (2000)

The plasma acceleration in the ion acoustic
waves
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energy distribution of a halfwave

The equations for the plasma acoustic wave frame 𝑚𝑣 2
𝑚𝑣 2
𝑖𝑎
u
=
+ 𝑧𝑒𝑈
2
2
𝑣=

Via

𝜆
𝑈 = 𝑈0 cos
𝑥
2𝜋

When wave potential amplitude exceeds the kinetic
energy of ion flow hitting the wave front the ions
involved into wave propagation in front of the wave
front. Otherwise ions scattered by wave oscillation
behind the wave front.

2
𝑣𝑖𝑎
− 2𝑧𝑒𝑈0

Ions are involved
in the wave front
when
2
𝑚𝑣𝑖𝑎
𝑈0 >
2

And scattered when
2
𝑚𝑣𝑖𝑎
𝑈0 >
2

The ion velocity distribution in the single
wave frame
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I v = I(x)

𝑑𝑥
=𝑛0 𝑣𝑠
𝑑𝑣

𝑚𝜆𝑣
𝑚(𝑣2
−𝑣2 )
𝑖𝑎
2𝑒𝑧𝑈0 1−(
)2
2𝑧𝑒𝑈0

The energy and velocity distribution are finally statistically forming at an energy analyser
entrance unit by the turbulent plasma waves.

The ion velocity distribution in the
turbulent plasma
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I(v) A.U.

Ion energy distribution
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The distribution was calculated using the following supposions:
1: Amplitudes of oscillations calculated using U0~T/w
2: All the plasma is involved in the flow with velocity v ai
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The ion velocity distribution in the
turbulent plasma (fast measurement)
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Ion energy distribution
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The distribution was calculated using the following supposions:
1: Amplitudes of oscillations calculated using U0~T/w
2: All the plasma is involved in the flow with velocity v ai
3: The measurement time is about 100ns;
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Nonlinear ion acoustic (shockwave) wave
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The single intensive shockwave can form wide energy
distribution

The ion energy distribution formed by the
ion acoustic shockwave
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The experimental data contains single local peaks that can be
explained by the single ion acoustic shock wave.

The possible reasons for energy
dependence on the ion charge state
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𝑧𝑘𝑇𝑒
1
𝑣𝑠 = 1.6
𝑎. 𝑒. 𝑚 𝑀
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1. The dependence of ion acoustic wave velocity on ion space
charge. Via~ 𝑧 Wkinetic~z
2. The propagation ion acoustic wave in stationary plasma media.
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Conclusions
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1. The nonlinear wave processes can produce both type of most
probable energy dependencies: 1. The most probable energy
does not depend on ion charge state, 2. The dependence of
the most probable energy is almost straight.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

The velocity rule is a fundamental property of the plasma of vacuum
discharges.
The waves can form bell-like energy distribution.
The plasma turbulence can form bell like distribution with or without
energy dependence on ion space charge.
The sawtooth –like character of measured energy distributions can be
explained by intensive ion acoustic waves.
The ion acoustic shock wave can be the reason for appearing local
maxima on the energy distribution of ion flow.

